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Key Accomplishments from 2017-2018

- Led the requirements group for IROC Compact / state to state orders.
- Participated as INFORM Business Lead.
- Submitted White Papers regarding wildland fire response across the West and EMAC best practices for state forestry agencies.
- Provided leadership to identify pathways forward for the red carding of all-hazard personnel.
- Provided personnel to help draft and support Alliance of Forest Fire Compact (AFFC) legislation.
- Provided representatives on NWCG Committees.

Emerging Issues and Priorities

- Continue to support technology implementation efforts through IROC and INFORM.
- Continue to monitor the response to wildland fire across the west.
- Emerging Fire Business Issues (FEMA, USFS) include lack of adherence to Master Agreement provisions, standard rates for states on FMAG fires, etc.

Recommendations for Action by State Foresters

- No recommendations for action by State Foresters.